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Sum­m­ar­y
The­ aim­ of this study is to inve­stigate­, on the­ basis of the­ m­ost 
r­e­ce­nt r­e­sul­ts in the­ fie­l­d, the­ wor­ks of scul­ptur­e­ – pr­e­dom­inantl­y 
Rom­ane­sque­ – which coul­d be­ associate­d with l­ocal­itie­s that we­r­e­ 
in the­ Middl­e­ Age­s he­l­d by the­ or­de­r­s that e­m­e­r­ge­d in the­ Cr­usade­r­ 
conte­xt – the­ m­il­itar­y or­de­r­s (the­ Te­m­pl­ar­s and the­ Hospital­l­e­r­s) and 
the­ Canons of the­ Hol­y Se­pul­chr­e­. 
The­ scul­ptur­e­ of the­ Cr­usade­r­s has be­e­n col­l­e­cte­d and anal­yz­e­d in this 
study for­ the­ fir­st tim­e­. It indicate­s that the­ m­il­itar­y or­de­r­s in the­ ar­e­a 
be­twe­e­n Sava and Dr­ava r­ive­r­s use­d the­ sam­e­ for­m­al­, nar­r­ative­, and 
sym­bol­ic e­l­e­m­e­nts as e­l­se­whe­r­e­, which r­e­pr­e­se­nts anothe­r­ im­por­tant 
l­ink of Cr­oatia with the­ socie­ty and cul­tur­e­ of m­e­die­val­ Eur­ope­. Our­ 
e­xam­pl­e­s e­ithe­r­ ful­l­y confir­m­ the­ r­e­sul­ts of othe­r­ histor­ical­ discipl­i­
ne­s (Br­ckovl­jani, Mar­tin, Gl­ogovnica, Pr­oz­or­je­), pr­ovide­ im­por­tant 
e­vide­nce­ that m­ake­s it possibl­e­ to ascr­ibe­ to the­ m­il­itar­y or­de­r­s ce­r­­
tain pl­ace­s whe­r­e­ such e­vide­nce­ was r­e­l­ative­l­y scar­ce­ or­ am­biguous 
(Kri­žov­ljan, Koš­ka), or open totally new pos­s­i­bi­li­ti­es­ (Lobor); i­n one 
cas­e (Nov­a Rača), the i­nterpretati­on of an apparently Cru­s­ader reli­ef 
within the­ known Cr­usade­r­ conte­xt r­e­m­ains dubious.
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There is hardly an area in medieval studies that has attracted 
such keen public interest as the great epic of the Crusades. Ima­
ges of Christian masses inflamed by the great propagandists 
from Urban II to St Bernard of Clairvaux, taking the Cross and 
enduring unspeakable hardships to reach Jerusalem, wrestling 
it both by their courage and by miracle from the heathen hands, 
while the shadows of semi­mythical and larger­than­human 
heroes such as Raymond of Toulouse, Bohemond of Taranto, 
Richard the Lionheart, St Louis and their likes loom over the 
Crusaders’ hard­won victories and their noble defeats, have 
proven fertile ground for various acts and ideas, ranging from 
the noblest display of bravery and sacrifice to the most blatant 
apologies of colonialism.
A central element of that popular Crusading lore is the pheno­
menon of the military orders, of the warrior monks joining 
the ideals of medieval chivalry and service to the Lord into 
a single Christian body and soul. Among those, the masses, 
which are always daz­z­led by the superstitious and the super­
fluous, have mostly been attracted to the Templars: the knights 
of the Temple of Solomon, a bunch of creatures veiled in dark 
mysteries and associated with the Assassins and with hashish, 
practitioners of strange rituals, which may have included bo­
th the most holy and the most impure, and famous for their 
fanatical Christian bravery and of equally fanatical obscure 
heresies, which led them on their romantic journey to an equal­
ly romantic end in the flames of thousands of pyres. But who 
knows: there may still be riddles, mysteries, and treasures in 
our midst left by the Brethren of the Holy Temple after their 
fiery holocaust. 
Of course, historical scholarship has painted a more restrained 
picture of the Crusades.1 Maybe even too restrained, since 
Western scholarship has been suffering from a sort of guilt 
complex with respect to the Crusaders’ »crimes« – which is ea­
sily understandable in the world of anti­ and post­colonialism 
– albeit the behaviour of the Crusaders was not too different 
from that of other fanaticiz­ed armies in history – and not just 
European ones. Objectively speaking, the Crusades marked the 
political and military apogee of the reawakening that Europe 
was experiencing in the 11th and the early 12th century, »The 
Renaissance of the Twelfth Century«.2 In the course of the 
Crusades, large portions of »Christian« world were reclaimed 
that had been taken by the »infidels« – the Iberian Peninsula, 
Sicily, or the Holy Land itself. The Mediterranean (at least 
central and eastern) was again the »Christian lake« and wou­
ld remain so for two centuries, until the Turkish conquests, 
owing to the Christian enclaves in the Orient, though outside 
Palestine. From Iceland to the Euphrates, there was certain 
unity, particularly spiritual and cultural, and some of its fea­
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tures we still fail to understand as we cope to find a proper 
place in Western European culture for the phenomena such as 
Cyprus, Rhodes, or Malta, with their populations developing 
from the mixture of native and immigrant elements through 
centuries and generations as new native »brands«, which our 
western Eurocentrism may never be able to reconstruct and 
understand; to say nothing of the Christian states and cultures 
such as Armenia and Georgia. I submit that Turkey joining 
the European Union would be an ultimate triumph of the 
Crusading idea, whereas at the same time it would realiz­e 
the old unfulfilled Ottoman dream of conquering Vienna by 
conquering Brussels.
Within the enormous body of Crusader scholarship, a fair share 
has been dedicated to the military orders, which were in the 
period between the 12th and the 14th centuries one of the most 
powerful factors in the Western Christian society, embodying 
the ideal of »fight and pray« and establishing themselves as 
a vigorous parallel factor in the mundane and the spiritual 
spheres, with respect to both the established Church and the 
emerging national state, the latter being, after all, one of the 
key factors in their violent – in case of the Templars – or 
gradual – in case of other military orders – demise.3 At the 
peak of their popularity and influence, the military monks 
controlled enormous wealth, both immovable and movable, 
and had a commensurate political and spiritual influence. 
The territory of medieval Croatia was no exception. From 
the moment when King Géz­a II (1142–1164) invited the first 
Templars, the military orders became major landowners and 
a major economic, religious, and social power.4 Their leaders, 
from the Templar Pontius de Cruce to the Hospitallers Ivan 
of Pa­liž­na­ a­nd Pe­ta­r Be­risla­vić, de­te­rmine­d the­ history of the­ 
Kingdom on more than one occasion.5 No wonder that their 
presence has attracted modern Croatian historical scholars 
from Iva­n Kukulje­vić Sa­kcinski to Jura­j Be­la­j.6 No wonder 
that these orders, their leaders and their possessions, have been 
the subject of numerous studies and controversies, many of 
which still ongoing, apparently unsolvable by the efforts of 
one historical discipline alone. This paper is a modest effort to 
help resolve some issues related to the location of Crusaders’ 
»homes« in the area of continental Croatia between Sava and 
Drava rivers. In doing so, we shall present the reader with a 
small, but in our opinion highly reliable list of evidence – of 
carved stones, which are today still distinctive monuments 
that can be associated with the military orders with a high 
degree of certainty.
Saxa l­oquuntur­, but they keep their silence if there are no 
ears to listen. One of the great medieval scholars of the past 
century, Paolo Verz­one, said that the old stones tell it all if 
approached and listened to with loving care.7 We have offered 
anything but »loving care« to our old stones (and brick) in 
continental Croatia; and it is high time to change our attitude. 
As we do it, they indeed begin to talk. But do we understand 
their language?
It has often been pointed out, and not without a reason, that 
there is no such thing as distinct »Crusader art«. Let alone the 
art of the military orders. Yet, as the great pioneers of research 
in the field of art in the Crusaders states – Camille Enlart and 
Paul Deschamps – have shown, there is certainly more than 
a touch of local diffe­r­e­ntia spe­cifica in the Romanesque and 
Gothic art of the Crusader states in the Near East. In fact, one 
is inclined to believe that some of the key problems related to 
that art have never been solved to full satisfaction because we 
have always tried to find links to and imports from the West,8 
forgetting that artists were just like other people and that, by 
the time of the fall of Acre in 1291, some five generations or 
more of native Christian descendants of the first Crusaders 
had been born in the Holy Land; that they may have travelled 
within the above­mentioned Western Christian oikoum­e­ne­, 
worked both in Jerusalem and Chartres, and come back with 
new ideas and visions, just like their colleagues visiting from 
the West. Anyone familiar with the 12th–14th century art knows 
what we owe to the m­ate­r­ia or­ie­ntal­is – in Apulia, in Dalmatia, 
in Languedoc, and elsewhere.9 So while there may not exist 
some particular sort of »Crusader art«, the Crusades have pro­
vided a mechanism for the expansion of a joint substratum of 
»European« medieval culture and art.
Medieval Croatia is again no exception. It has often been said 
that there is no such thing as the »Crusader architecture« in 
Croatia and that the Crusaders in Croatia followed the rule 
that seems to hold for the rest of Europe, that of using local 
talent and design when constructing their churches and other 
buildings.10 And yet, some scholars have made attempts, in 
my opinion quite well­founded, at identifying the typical­ 
Crusaders structures, without, however, bringing the matter 
to a safe conclusion.11 Even fewer conclusive attempts, with 
the exception of some obvious cases to which we shall come 
back presently, have been made to identify the »Crusader 
sculpture in Croatia«. We believe, however, that this could 
and should be done.
Our optimism is based on research done by a young Italian 
scholar, Gaetano Curz­i, professor of art history at the Uni­
versità di Chieti. In his recent valuable book, La pi­ttu­ra dei­ 
Te­m­pl­ar­i, Curz­i stops short of declaring that there is a specific 
Templar style or repertoire of forms, but at the same time he 
provides, in our opinion, some extremely important insights 
as to the Templar diffe­r­e­ntia spe­cifica.12 Three such insights 
prove to be of great value for our research. They are: 1. The 
Templars tended to depict themselves or their own deeds more 
often than other patrons did; 2. They had a certain inclination 
towards the non­iconic; maybe one could formulate this by 
saying that the Templars preferred symbolic or non­iconic 
expression more than the average patrons, bearing in mind 
that some of those forms – lilies, crosses – were commonly 
shared by patrons of medieval art; and 3. These two Templar 
propensities were shared and/or taken over by other orders, 
the Hospitallers in particular.13 Curz­i’s book is, of course, 
dedicated to the Templar painting, but sculpted examples he 
lists show that there is really little difference between painted 
and sculpted motifs. We shall follow the pointers of Professor 
Curz­i’s path­breaking research starting with the insight num­
ber two, as that seems to be the least explored and possibly 
most controversial issue. As the array of symbolic forms is 
not limited to the art of the military orders, we shall apply 
it as evidence only when it reinforces the existing evidence 
and/or can be said to dominate overwhelmingly the work of 
art under consideration.14
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Mo­nume­nts
1. Church o­f St Brcko­ (Bri­xi­us) i­n Brcko­vlja­ni­
The church is situated on a hill rising from the »beam« run­
ning in the southeast – northwest direction, from Sesvete to 
the east of Zagreb, above the flatlands of upper Lonja, upper 
Zelina, and Kašina streams to the north, and lower Zelina and 
lower Lonja streams to the south. It is incised in the promon­
tories of Mount Medvednica by the stream of Vugra and cut 
through by Zelina and Lonja streams, to the west and east 
of Brckovljani respectively. Beyond Brckovljani, the beam 
continues towards Vrbovec and passes through Lovreška 
Varoš and Gornji Tkalec in order to reach the promontories 
of Ka­lnik a­round Križ­e­vci. It is a­n ide­a­l position for huma­n 
settlements, especially of the prehistoric and medieval types, 
since it offers considerable security, but also proximity to fer­
tile soil in the valleys and to the main roads on both sides of 
the beam.15 No wonder that medieval settlements have been 
attested all along the beam – Sesvete, Proz­orje, Brckovljani, 
Vrbovec – Lovreška Varoš, Gradec, and Gornji Tkalec, some 
of them being centres of parishes as early as the 14th century 
and most likely even much earlier. Since a section of the nor­
th-we­ste­rn slope­ of Brckovlja­ni be­a­rs the­ na­me­ of »Gra­če­c« 
(fort), the hill must have been protected not just by nature, 
but also by the work of human hands.
The present­day church, which possibly incorporates elements 
from the late 13th century, is a one­nave building with a tower 
and a two­bay, polygonal sanctuary. It has been thoroughly 
refurbished recently and some medieval elements have been 
destroyed during the construction works, including the frag­
ments of very valuable and possibly very early wall paintings 
in the sanctuary. We refer the reader to the rather copious lite­
rature concerning the church’s architecture, which continues 
to baffle the scholars.16
The foundations of its »Gothic« sanctuary (as well as its »Ba­
roque« nave) are most likely quite early and they may have 
determined the current format of the building, including the 
sanctuary itself, which is of our foremost interest. Namely, the 
vaulting of the sanctuary is supported by adjoining semi­co­
lumns with decorative capitals, whereas two rounded pieces 
displaying styliz­ed lilies serve as keystones (Figs. 1–4). 
The supports are single, with an exception of those between 
the two bays, which consist of three upright shafts. The entire 
construction, vaulting included, is probably a result of several 
rebuilding campaigns, but capitals, shafts and bases seem to be 
original and form one systematic and decorative unit, which 
is also symbolic, as we shall presently demonstrate.17
The capitals of the single­shaft supports carry circular rosettes 
with four leaves each, surmounted by an indented friez­e. The 
lilies on the keystone are an obvious reference to the military 
orders, though not necessarily to the Hospitallers, as the lily 
is an almost obsessive sign of the Templars. Equally obsessi­
ve are numerous rosettes and wheels with multiple petals and 
spikes, often set within circular or polygonal frames. Their 
1. Brckovljani, church of St Brcko, keystone
Brckov­ljani­, Crkv­a s­v­. Brcka, klju­čni­ kamen
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symbolic, cosmographic function has been well demonstrated 
and documented. They may share spaces and surfaces with 
human figures – as on the eastern end of the Templar chapel 
at Cressac – or even dominate them – as in the sanctuary of 
the church at Montsaunès – where the vaulting shows an 
almost encyclopaedic display of those floral and geometric, 
wheeled forms that represent a cosmographic vision, judging 
from the appearance of the Sun and the Moon (also highly 
styliz­ed) on the lower registers of the barrel vaulting.18 The 
slim crosses between the high windows on the eastern end 
introduce an obvious Christian dimension. Thus, under the 
vaulting of the Montsaunès sanctuary, we raise our hearts to 
the Lord under the broad image of the Heavens. Just as in the 
case of our capitals, there is a »decorative« band of smaller 
discs of the same sort at Montsaunès, with an indented friez­e 
above them!19 Bearing in mind that the sanctuary walls at Br­
ckovljani were once covered by paintings, one can assume 
that our decorative/symbolic elements used to form part of a 
more complex programme, which also involved figures such 
as those appearing in the lower and secondary sections of the 
sanctuary at Montsaunès, in a more prominent role at another 
Templar sanctuary, that of San Bevignate in Perugia, or on 
the mosaic floors at Saint­Paul­Trois­Châteaux (a vision of 
Heavenly Jerusalem) and Die.20 Something of the sort may 
well have existed at Brckovljani, given the fact that the two 
keystones (most likely reused, but at their original position 
or close to it) bear some sort of a double lily, exactly of the 
same kind as that on the just mentioned mosaic floor at Saint­
Paul­Trois­Châteaux.21 Attempts have been made to link these 
lilies to various 14th century Hospitaller seals; however, that is 
hardly necessary, since lilies were, as mentioned above, a hal­
lmark of the Templars’ monuments and were then taken over 
by the Hospitallers.22 Close cooperation between the military 
orders and the Cistercians, as attested by St Bernard and his 
De­ l­audibus novae­ m­il­itiae­, easily explains the omnipresence 
of Our Lady’s symbol, as the Templars shared her cult with 
their Cistercian sponsors. One just needs to take a look at the 
famous Templar frescoes at Cressac to notice how frequently 
the lily serves as a surface­filler, even in the well­known battle 
scenes, almost to the point of hor­r­or­ vacui.23 Its presence can 
2. Brckovljani, church of St Brcko, capital
Br­ckovl­jani, Cr­kva sv. Br­cka, kapite­l­
3. Brckovljani, church of St Brcko, triple support
Brckov­ljani­, Crkv­a s­v­. Brcka, tros­tru­ki­ nos­ač
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thus be detected in the two keystones from the Brckovljani 
vaulting as possibly carrying an additional message, namely 
that the most fervent servants of Our Lady, the Christian 
knights, looked over and protected this world by serving as 
agents of Her Love.
What remains is to explain the capitals of the triple supports. 
These are much simpler than the rest, but they were obviously 
carved from the same stone, since the body of the capital tapers 
off in exactly the same way and the mouldings are likewise of 
the same type. However, the surface of the capitals is bare today 
(we may only try to imagine what was depicted if they were on­
ce painted) and there is a relief only in the upper and rather tall 
z­one, in the form of elongated indentation topped by a simple 
straight line. One of the triple supports shows obvious damage 
in its upper section, which points to the possibility that this area 
was re­carved at some time. Still, even in the form in which they 
have survived, they formally harmoniz­e with the rest.
The sanctuary of St Brcko appears to be the most completely 
preserved example of Crusader interior decoration in conti­
nental Croatia. Albeit incomplete, it shows that the artists 
working for the knight­monks were quite aware of what was 
appropriate for a sanctuary sponsored by the military orders, 
be it the Templars or the Hospitallers. Since our knowledge 
of medieval art in continental Croatia is still very limited, it 
is difficult to suggest the date with any certainty. The forms 
of the capitals, in particular of the single supports, with their 
polygonal plan and yet rather restricted mouldings, might 
indicate precisely the end of the Templar period. Could it be 
that the church was damaged in the Tartar invasion and then 
repaired in the second half of the 13th century?24 
2. St Ma­rti­n, Ma­rti­n ne­a­r Na­ši­ce­
The church of St Martin is situated within a fortress on the 
steep hill northwest of Našice.25 The hill itself forms part of the 
»beam« that runs east – west, above an important communica­
tion line following roughly the same direction. The fortress 
with the church stands almost exactly above the intersection. 
There is a fairly wide plateau on top of the beam, with a com­
4. Brckovljani, church of St Brcko, view of the vaults
Br­ckovl­jani, Cr­kva sv. Br­cka, pogl­e­d na l­ukove­
5. Martin, church of St Martin, coat­of­arms
Mar­tin, Cr­kva sv. Mar­tina, gr­b
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manding view of Eastern Slavonia and Southern Hungary. 
From the fortress with the church, one can directly see Našice, 
itself an important medieval fortified settlement, as well as the 
castle of Bedemgrad some ten kilometres to the southwest. 
Nowadays, the village of Martin occupies the wide plateau, 
with fields belonging to the villagers. The situation was most 
likely identical in the 13th century, in which the Templars are 
first attested in the area.
The church is among the best preserved Romanesque buildin­
gs in Slavonia. It is a one­nave structure with an elongated 
apse. The nave is covered by an open timberwork construc­
tion and the apse is vaulted. Such solutions are frequent in 
the neighbouring Hungary; a similar structure also stands at 
Koprivna, southeast of Našice, on a strip of land belonging 
to the military orders.26
Two sculptural fragments linked to the church can be explicitly 
related to the military orders in their character. These are the 
shield/coat­of­arms from the collection of the Franciscan mona­
stery at Našice (58 cm tall) and a fragment of the lily (29 cm in 
6. Martin, church of St Martin, relief of the lily
Mar­tin, Cr­kva sv. Mar­tina, r­e­l­je­f l­jil­jana
7. Koška, church of St Peter and St Paul, western façade
Koš­ka, Crkv­a s­v­. Petra i­ Pav­la, zapadno pročelje
8. Nova­ Ra­ča­, church of Our La­dy, coa­t-of-a­rms a­t the­ towe­r e­n-
tra­nce­ (photo: Gora­n Ja­kovlje­vić)
Nov­a Rača, Crkv­a Uznes­enja Bl. Dj. Mari­je, grb na u­lazu­ u­ toranj 
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radius), built into the western façade of the church, a model of 
which is displayed at the Našice Regional Museum. The shield 
carries a cross, with a smaller cross within a shield carved at its 
centre. Both pieces are badly damaged (Figs. 5–6). 
The relationship between these two pieces is unknown, but 
lilies and shields are frequent companions in the iconography 
of the military orders. One might just refer again to the frescoes 
at Cressac, where lilies do not occur only as space­fillers be­
tween the mounted knights carrying shields with crosses, but 
also appear on the shields of some knights displaying crosses 
on their clothing. Crosses and lilies are also associated on the 
sanctuary vaulting and the walls of Montsaunès.27 
The crosses on the shield of Našice are rather simple Latin cros­
ses, with just a slightly longer lower section of the vertical arm. 
Such cross was not unknown in the Templar milieu; it is present 
on the­ two ima­ge­s of Te­mpla­rs pre­se­nte­d by Le­lja­ Dobronić a­nd 
should lead us to discuss, at least briefly, the form of the cross 
associated with the Templars and the Hospitallers.28
Contrary to the general opinion, there seem to be no absolute 
formula­s. Coming ba­ck to Dobronić’s work, we­ should sa­y 
that the Templar on the cover of her 2002 book bears a cross 
on his mantle that could be described as a »flat cross«, whe­
reas the one on the staff he is holding is actually a »Maltese 
cross«. 29 The knights at Cressac bear crosses that are similar 
to that at Martin, but with a slight widening at the ends of the 
arms, recalling what is known as the cr­ux ancor­ata and the 
cr­ux patibul­ata.30 The well­known central figure wears an ob­
vious cr­ux ancor­ata on his shield, while his banner displays 
something close to the Maltese cross, but with an extended 
lower vertical arm!31 Four different crosses of the varieties 
described so far can be seen in a fragment of the fresco from 
San Bevignate in Perugia reproduced by Curz­i!32 The form 
of the shield with the cross and its proportions are extremely 
close to the shields painted as the main ornament on the vaul­
ting of the Crypt of the Crucifix at Ugento, leaving no doubt 
that the two fragments from Martin belong to a programme 
and unequivocally defining the church as belonging to the 
Crusader knights, more precisely the Templars.33
It should be added that the motif of cross within a cross appea­
rs on the Crusader knight’s sword found in the river Bednja, 
where a little cross is inserted below the intersection between 
the blade and the handle.34
3. St Pe­te­r a­nd St Pa­ul, Ko­ška­
Another church attributed to the Crusaders is that of St Peter 
and St Paul at Koška, northeast of Našice and along the main 
road leading to Osijek.35 The church is situated in the plane 
and surrounded by a system of lowland fortresses, the traces 
of which are still quite visible, especially to the southwest of 
9. Nova­ Ra­ča­, church of Our La­dy, coa­t-of-a­rms a­t the­ top of the­ sta­irwa­y (photo: G. Ja­kovlje­vić)
Nov­a Rača, Crkv­a Uznes­enja Bl. Dj. Mari­je, grb na v­rhu­ s­tu­bi­š­ta
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the building. It is a one­nave Romanesque building with a 
rectangular sanctuary, which has been enlarged westwards in 
Gothic style and has an 18th century tower at its southern flank. 
Elements of the Romanesque phase were moved westwards 
when the church was extended in the Gothic period. There is 
a complete Romanesque portal with a round­headed lunette 
and a small rosette above (Fig. 7).36 
The lunette features a cross with small discs (the »apple 
cross«) at the end of the horiz­ontal and the upper arm. It is 
set on a podium consisting of three steps narrowing down 
towards the top, such as can be found in some varieties of 
the so­called »Archangel’s Cross« (three steps) and the »The 
Four­Evangelists Cross« (four steps). The cross is flanked 
by two large, eight­lobed rosettes, almost touching the cross 
arms. The lunette at Koška recalls the wall painting in lunette 
on the eastern wall of the square chancel at San Bevignate in 
Perugia, where the cross, which is a Latin cross on top of a 
narrow holder, flanked by two cross­shaped »suns« (a cross 
with widening ends, not unlike the Maltese cross, inscribed 
within a circle) and smaller »stars«. The arms of the central 
cross also widen toward the ends, which bear small pointed 
notches. These crosses again testify of the inconsistency in the 
use of various forms of the cross by the military orders.37
The Koška cross undoubtedly represents a Triumphal Cross 
surrounded by celestial bodies, a concise image of the Chris­
tian Universe, same as its more complex painted counterpart 
at Perugia. One should add here the Triumphal Cross at 
Montsaunès, where, however, the cosmic elements appear at 
the base of the cross. The quatrefoil rosette, high above the 
portal at Koška, which can also be read as a cross, is another 
element of cosmic triumph and fits well to the programme 
as a whole.38 
A composition quite similar in spirit to that of Koška is found 
on two coats­of­arms above the entrance and at the top of the 
staircase turret at the church of the Assumption of Our Lady 
a­t Nova­ Ra­ča­.39 However, since there are uncertainties as to 
its belonging to the military orders, we shall not treat it as a 
separate unit. It is an almost identical coats­of­arms, bearing 
a Latin cross with broadening arms, a »flat cross«, which is 
compatible with the Templar imagery, as we have already 
seen (Figs. 8 and 9). To the sides and above the cross, there 
is a star (the sun) with the moon, which may be considered an 
abridged, symbolic image of the Crucifixion and of the cosmic 
triumph of the cross. The imagery is temptingly Templar and 
the letters F and R, which flank the cross, were interpreted as 
fr­atr­e­s r­ubr­i and associated with the Templars, although that 
link is far from certain.40 Especially so because the form of the 
coat­of­arms can hardly be dated before ca. 1500.41
The church is situated within a spacious fortress at an importa­
nt intersection of ancient roads, in an area that is very rich in 
mostly unexplored history. Its present­day form dates from the 
Baroque period, but late Gothic and possibly »post­Gothic« 
e­le­me­nts a­re­ cle­a­rly visible­. Gora­n Ja­kovlje­vić ha­s discove­-
red a whole series of layers of earlier architecture underneath 
10. Križ­ovlja­n, church of the­ Holy Cross, re­lie­f with se­ve­n he­a­ds
Kri­žov­ljan, Crkv­a Uzv­i­š­enja s­v­. Kri­ža, reljef s­a s­edam glav­a
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and along the sanctuary, which go back at least as far as the 
13th century.42
The second section of our catalogue contains two sites bea­
ring images that are, or might be, those of the members of 
Crusader communities.
1. Chur­ch of the Holy Cr­oss, Kr­i­žov­ljan
The church is situated at an important intersection, where the 
main east­west thoroughfare of the Drava valley meets a side 
roa­d le­a­ding to Va­ra­ž­dinske­ Toplice­, the­ fa­mous a­ncie­nt Aqua­e­ 
Iassae, which have retained some of its glory throughout the 
Middle Ages as an important possession of the bishops of 
Zagreb.43 The church stands north of the main road, slightly 
raised above the rest of the landscape, which abruptly falls 
at the northern side of the building towards the alluvial plane 
of Drava River. The church is Romanesque, with a polygonal 
Gothic sanctuary.
The western façade has several elements of interest, the cen­
tral one being a relief of seven male heads within a rough, 
low, trapez­oidal frame (Fig. 10). The relief has been analysed 
a number of times and it was considered either a Roman pro­
vincial work or Romanesque. In a recent special study, we 
have considered all options that still seem open and, although 
inclined to see the relief as a Romanesque piece modelled on 
earlier styles, we have concluded that at this point there is no 
context that would allow us to propose a definite solution.44 
However, even those who see the work as bona fide­ Roman, 
agree that it was »re­semanticiz­ed« in the Middle Ages and, in 
our opinion, it may well be representing the military knights 
who had their dom­us in Križ­ovlja­n, a­nothe­r controlling point 
on the key east­west communication line. We refer the reader 
to our recent study, in which we have stated that the figures 
are no saints (since they have no haloes) and could hardly re­
present a family of donors, as they are all male, which would 
rather be fitting for the house of a religious order; moreover, 
it combines well with the above­mentioned proclivity of mem­
bers of the military orders to depict themselves and their feats 
(Cressac, Perugia, Artins, Hautot­sur­Seine, Alaiz­a, Lugaut, 
Novara, etc.).45 
The church is accessed through a Romanesque portal, conside­
rably rearranged and incomplete (Figs.11 and 12). It may have 
been narrowed down in the process to accommodate a slab 
with a Latin cross inserted in the lunette, a slab that, according 
to some scholars, was originally a part of the interior decora­
tion.46 The cross is covered by a heavy layer of whitewash, 
but still rather interesting. Namely, the lower arm bears at its 
bottom something that looks like irregular dents and slight 
protrusions. May one see here the traces of an outline of the 
body of the Crucified? Some preliminary research indicates 
that this is not impossible and that such forms may correspond 
to the world of the military orders in Eastern Europe. However, 
nothing can be concluded without a thorough cleaning of the 
cross and an extensive study of comparative materials.47 
11. Križ­ovlja­n, church of the­ Holy Cross, porta­l
Kri­žov­ljan, Crkv­a Uzv­i­š­enja s­v­. Kri­ža, portal
12. Križ­ovlja­n, church of the­ Holy Cross, a­ cross in lune­tte­
Kri­žov­ljan, Crkv­a Uzv­i­š­enja s­v­. Kri­ža, kri­ž u­ lu­neti­
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2. Church o­f Our La­dy, Glo­go­vni­ca­
Glogovnica is a stretch of hilly land around the stream of the 
sa­me­ na­me­, situa­te­d to the­ north of Križ­e­vci. Fe­rtile­ a­nd fa­irly 
well sheltered, backed by the southern slope of Mount Kalnik 
and yet very close to one of the key thoroughfares in the area 
(Pa­nnonia­ – Koprivnica­ – Križ­e­vci – Za­gre­b – the­ Adria­tic) 
a­nd to a­ ma­jor me­die­va­l se­ttle­me­nt (Križ­e­vci), it ha­s be­e­n 
densely populated since prehistoric times. The entire southern 
slope of Kalnik with Glogovnica represents potentially one of 
the largest archaeological museums sub divo in Croatia.
No wonder Glogovnica was coveted by many, among them 
by the Crusader orders; thus, we encounter there, in addition 
to the Templars and the Hospitallers, another, non­military 
order, which nonetheless emerged within the context of the 
early Crusades – the Canons of the Holy Sepulchre of Jerusa­
lem. Their church of Our Lady and its surroundings feature 
the second largest group of Romanesque figurative sculpture 
between Sava and Drava rivers.48
This is not an appropriate place to enter into extensive contro­
versies of historical, archaeological, and art­historical nature 
concerning Glogovnica.49 One is compelled to remain at the 
stage of conjectures unless extensive archaeological investiga­
tions have been carried out. The fact is that, although we are 
reasonably sure that the present church of Our Lady, positioned 
within the well­protected fortress, was the seat of the Canons, 
we have no idea about the locations of the houses belonging 
to the other two orders or of many other medieval sites that 
are either mentioned or suspected within the area.50 
We should not enter into any extensive discussion of the chur­
ch architecture either. However, initial excavations by Zoran 
Homen have revealed a semicircular apse along the northern 
wall of the present sanctuary.51 This may be the northern side 
apse of a rather large aisled church underneath the present 
one, which received its form mainly in the late and post­Got­
hic period. The two composite supports (in my opinion defi­
nitely Romanesque), which today separate the aisles of the 
two­aisled nave, may mark the division between the northern 
and the central nave of the Romanesque church. Its existen­
ce, regardless of its form, corroborates the accepted opinion 
that the five pieces of sculpture (in six fragments, since one 
is horiz­ontally cut into two), nowadays scattered between the 
church interior, the 19th century tower, the 19th century parish 
house, the basement of the house at Gornja Glogovnica No. 
61, a­nd the­ Muse­um of Križ­e­vci, inde­e­d forme­d pa­rt of the­ 
church decoration.52
Their identification presents no particular problem. By weari­
ng a cr­ux ge­m­ina, they are revealing themselves as members 
of the Order of the Canons of the Holy Sepulchre, whereas 
the­ he­a­d pre­se­rve­d a­t the­ Muse­um of Križ­e­vci (most like­ly 
a console) clearly belongs to the same group. Three of the fi­
gures, tall and powerfully carved, represent the members of 
13. Glogovnica, parish house in Donja Glogovnica, upper part of 
a figure
Glogov­ni­ca, žu­pni­ dv­or u­ Donjoj Glogov­ni­ci­, gornji­ di­o fi­gu­re
14. Glogovnica, parish house in Donja Glogovnica, lower part of 
a figure
Glogov­ni­ca, žu­pni­ dv­or u­ Donjoj Glogov­ni­ci­, donji­ di­o fi­gu­re
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the order in various poses. Two of them are positioned high 
above the ground and thus difficult to describe and evaluate 
with precision. The front of the tower (consecrated in 1871) 
bears an apparently squatting (or kneeling) figure with hands 
crossed over its chest and in between them there is a cr­ux 
ge­m­ina. Something like a purse, a key and a knife are hangi­
ng from its belt. A similar figure with its hands crossed over 
its stomach is set high on the wall of the southern aisle, next 
to the triumphal arch. The third figure (Figs.13 and 14), cut 
crosswise in two, is built into the wall of the parish house, 
constructed in 1861 (ca. 70 x 45). The proximity of the figure 
allows for a close inspection, which reveals a large cylindrical 
head, with ears that appear pasted and positioned frontally, 
bulging eyes encircled by another ellipse, a long powerful 
nose broadening toward the tip, and a small, slightly open 
mouth with pouting lips. It also has a powerful, slightly tape­
ring cylindrical neck; the upper part of its body and the arms 
also form a series of cylindrical forms. Its hands are clasped 
in the manner of the figure on the tower and behind them 
there is also a cr­ux ge­m­ina. The figure has been cut in two 
somewhere above the waist; thus, its lower portion – a cubic 
trunk and two narrow, tube­like legs with slightly protruding 
feet – must be viewed separately. The figure wears a belt with 
several objects hanging on it – one can recogniz­e a purse and 
a key, possibly a weapon and yet another object. The figure 
is in principle shown frontally, but as it is cut out of a prisma­
tic piece of stone, its axis coincides with one of the edges of 
the block, thus leaving the impression that it was meant to 
mark the edge of the wall. The style is very consistent (a sort 
of nave proto­Fernand Leger!) and can be recogniz­ed in the 
other two figures as well, in spite of their distance from the 
ground. The same style is identifiable in the head­console at 
the­ Muse­um of Križ­e­vci, only the­ de­ta­il is more­ e­mpha­size­d 
and subtler at the same time – the large, bulging eyes and the 
fleshy, pouting lips.53
The fifth member of the group is concealed in the muddy 
basement of a storage house adjacent to the family farm at 
Gornja Glogovnica No. 61 and is accessible only by crawling 
down through a narrow hole (Fig. 15). However, those who 
undertake this trip to the netherworld will be rewarded by the 
15. Glogovnica, figure in the basement of No. 61 Gornja Glogovnica
Glogov­ni­ca, fi­gu­ra u­ podru­mu­ ku­će br. 61 u­ Gornjoj Glogov­ni­ci­
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presence of one of the most impressive Romanesque figures 
in the entire South­Eastern Europe. It is a regal apparition 
sitting on the throne, in a pose of subtly modified frontality, 
and holding a cr­ux ge­m­ina. Unfortunately, the surface of this 
almost one­meter tall relief (ca. 97 x 45) is rather damaged, 
which makes it difficult to read details. Yet the style, which is 
evidently that of the other Glogovnica fragments, is here eleva­
te­d to a­ highe­r le­ve­l of spiritua­l dignity. Le­lja­ Dobronić ma­de­ 
an excellent suggestion when she proposed to interpret that 
regal figure as the presumed founder of the Canons of the Holy 
Sepulchre, Godefroy de Boulogne, the liberator of Jerusalem, 
a suggestion which is probably difficult to prove, but should 
not be discarded lightly.54 It is a truly amaz­ing demonstration 
of how the same stylistic vocabulary can be applied on two 
different levels, that of a somewhat nave, though not unattrac­
tive­ populism a­nd tha­t of a­ristocra­tic se­re­nity. Ms Dobronić 
has also correctly pointed out that the Glogovnica figures were 
fragments of church decoration, but their place and role cannot 
be established until it has been identified with certainty which 
church they belonged to and what it was like. 
The style of the Glogovnica pieces may be seen as typically 
Romanesque – their large, powerful, and clearly delineated 
forms are nonetheless rich in linear detail and obey »the law 
of the block« and »the law of the cadre«. It should not be too 
difficult to find parallels elsewhere in the Pannonian basin; 
indeed, there are analogous pieces within the 12th century 
output of the workshop of Pécs Cathedral (consoles and ca­
pitals in the Lapidarium with heads and mythical creatures 
– sirens, centaurs, etc.), as well as at Madocsa (a capital from 
ca. 1180–1200), and Somogyvár (capitals, 1210–1220).55 
There, one can again observe clearly cut and firmly outlined 
»cubist« forms with softened, rounded edges, linear detail 
– a very similar treatment of eyes, nose, and mouth – and the 
general sense of bulkiness. This would confirm the date of 
our sculptures as coinciding with the arrival of the Canons at 
Glogovnica around the turn of the century.56 
There are three more sites where recent discoveries have re­
vealed stonework related to the military orders. They are still 
unpublished and will certainly be presented to the public by 
their discoverers; therefore, we shall just make notice of them 
here as items that may be added to our list in the future.
The first such item is a wall­niche (sacr­ar­ium­) discovered 
by Krešimir Filipec in the church of Our Lady of the Mount 
(Marija Gorska) at Lobor. The piece bears a »repeated cross«, 
e­xa­ctly the­ sa­me­ a­s the­ Te­mpla­r pre­se­nte­d by Ms Dobronić,57 
which is relatable to a number of crosses we have dealt wi­
th above (the apple cross, cr­ux patibul­ata, cr­ux ancor­ata). 
Underneath the cross, there are two wings, which makes the 
entire composition very similar to that of the shields on the 
frescoes at Cressac (an eagle spreading its wings underneath 
a cr­ux ancor­ata).58
The other item is a fragmentary tomb plaque from St Martin 
at Proz­orje (now in the parish house of Dugo Selo), discove­
red by Juraj Belaj. Strictly speaking, it is not a work of art, 
but a competent work of stonecutting, bearing an engraved 
shield and a sword. The motifs are compatible with those on 
the tombs of many medieval noblemen, but they also fit well 
within the context of the military orders, which were well 
established at the site.59
This category of carvings includes a square panel bearing 
an engraving with the flat cross, which now forms part of 
the pavement in the chapel of St Peter at Apatovac (Abbot’s 
Village), located on a steep hill (and within the fortress) nor­
theast of Glogovnica (Fig. 15). Its function is not clear and 
its format is not compatible with that of a tomb plaque, but 
it certainly belongs to the world of the military orders (the 
Templars?). The small, one­nave church was rebuilt several 
times (last time in 1984) and shows no medieval features 
except for its position and the traces of a fortress. The slab 
and the place­name make a good case for the presence of the 
knight­monks at Apatovac or nearby. Mr Vladimir Palošika, 
a­n a­ma­te­ur-a­rcha­e­ologist from Križ­e­vci, showe­d us the­ sla­b 
when this text was almost complete and we would like to 
express our gratitude, with expectations that he will publish 
a more detailed report. 
Let us conclude: the works of Crusaders sculpture, which 
were collected and analyz­ed for the first time in this study, 
indicate that the military orders in Continental Croatia, in the 
area between Sava and the Drava rivers, used the same formal, 
narrative, and symbolic elements as elsewhere. This, in our 
opinion, represents another important link of Croatia with 
the society and culture of medieval Europe. Our examples 
either fully confirm the results of other historical disciplines 
(Brckovljani, Martin, Glogovnica, Proz­orje) and provide 
important evidence that helps ascribe to the military orders 
certain places for which such evidence used to be relatively 
sca­rce­ or a­mbiguous (Križ­ovlja­n, Koš­ka­, Apa­tova­c), or ope­n 
tota­lly ne­w possibilitie­s (Lobor); in one­ ca­se­ (Nova­ Ra­ča­), 
the interpretation of an apparently Crusader relief within the 
known Crusader context remains dubious.
Our research in medieval and specifically Romanesque scul­
pture of Continental Croatia has demonstrated how difficult 
it is to classify, interpret, and date individual works without a 
suitable context. Many of the pieces seem to resist classifica­
tion into any context.60 Our main task is to overcome such a 
predicament. This can happen only through new discoveries, 
which will widen the contexts (in this case, such discoveries 
have occurred recently at Lobor and Proz­orje), or by recogni­
z­ing contexts that have previously escaped our attention and 
understanding. By doing the latter, we can now bring together 
works that are as distant in space as Brckovljani and Koška. 
Medieval Slavonia was not a tabul­a r­asa in terms of art. The 
fact that it has remained a te­r­r­a incognita for historical scien­
ces is due mostly to our own inertia. Although much has been 
damaged and destroyed by the ravages of history, we are sur­
rounded by a large and valuable body of artistic monuments 
that we just need to learn how to see and listen to.
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Sažetak
Vla­di­mi­r Pe­te­r Go­ss
Skulptur­a v­i­teš­ki­h r­edov­a i­z­među  
Sa­ve­ i­ Dra­ve­
Na temelju najnovijih z­nanstvenih rez­ultata u studiji se dono­
si ka­ta­log skulpture­, prve­nstve­no roma­ničke­, u me­đurje­čju 
Sa­ve­ i Dra­ve­, koja­ se­ mož­e­ pove­za­ti s prisutnoš­ću vite­š­kih 
redova – templara ili ivanovaca, te kanonika Sv. Groba u 
Jeruz­alemu.
Istra­ž­iva­nje­ se­ te­me­lji na­ ra­du mla­doga­ ta­lija­nskog zna­nstve­-
nika Gaetana Curz­ija, profesora na Università di Chieti. U 
svojoj nedavno objavljenoj vrijednoj knjiz­i La pi­ttu­ra dei­ 
Te­m­pl­ar­i Curz­i iz­rijekom ne tvrdi da postoji »templarski stil«, 
no ipa­k donosi ne­ke­ vrlo va­ž­ne­ uvide­ u »dife­re­ntiju spe­cificu« 
te­mpla­rskoga­ kruga­. Pose­bice­ su va­ž­na­ tri nje­gova­ za­ključka­: 
1. da­ te­mpla­ri prika­zuju se­be­ i svoja­ dje­la­ če­š­će­ ne­go drugi 
na­ručite­lji; 2. da­ postoji odre­đe­na­ sklonost ne­ikoničnom izra­-
zu, ia­ko stručnja­ci to nika­da­ osobito ne­ na­gla­š­a­va­ju ka­ko ih 
se­ ne­ bi optuž­iva­lo da­ dovode­ te­mpla­rski izra­z a­utoma­tski 
u sve­zu s ne­ikoničnom umje­tnoš­ću isla­ma­. Mož­da­ bi se­ to 
moglo pre­ciznije­ izra­ziti ta­ko da­ se­ ka­ž­e­ da­ te­mpla­ri viš­e­ ne­-
go drugi na­ručite­lji poka­zuju te­nde­nciju pre­ma­ ne­ikoničnom 
izra­zu, ima­jući ipa­k na­ umu da­ se­ ta­kvim oblicima­ – ljilja­nima­, 
roze­ta­ma­ i sl. – koriste­ i drugi sre­dnjovje­kovni na­ručite­lji; 3. 
da te templarske sklonosti slijede i drugi redovi, ponajprije 
iva­novci (hospita­lci). Curzije­va­ je­ knjiga­, da­ka­ko, posve­će­na­ 
templarskom slikarstvu, no primjeri kiparstva pokaz­uju da 
ne­ma­ ra­zlike­ izme­đu slika­rske­ i kipa­rske­ motivike­. Budući 
da­ se­ ti i ta­kvi oblici poja­vljuju i izva­n križ­a­rskoga­ kruga­, 
koristimo se­ njima­ ka­o doka­znim ma­te­rija­lom sa­mo u sluča­je­-
vima­ gdje­ se­ sla­ž­u sa­ spozna­ja­ma­ drugih povije­snih zna­nosti, 
ili gdje­ ih na­dopunjuju, ili ka­d očito dominira­ju dje­lom koje­ 
istra­ž­uje­mo. 
Ti radovi, ovdje prvi put sakupljeni i analiz­irani kao skupina, 
poka­zuju da­ su se­ križ­a­rski re­dovi izme­đu Sa­ve­ i Dra­ve­ ko-
ristili istim oblikovnim, na­ra­tivnim i simboličkim rje­čnikom 
ka­o i drugdje­ u krš­ća­nskom svije­tu. To je­ još­ je­dna­ va­ž­na­ 
vez­a hrvatskoga srednjovjekovnog društva i kulture s kultu­
rom e­urope­. Na­š­i primje­ri ili u potpunosti potvrđuju na­la­ze­ 
drugih povijesnih z­nanosti (Brckovljani, Martin, Glogovnica, 
Prozorje­), ili donose­ va­ž­ne­ doka­ze­ u sluča­je­vima­ ka­d su drugi 
ma­te­rija­li oskudni ili te­š­ko ra­zumljivi (Križ­ovlja­n, Koš­ka­), 
te­ ča­k otva­ra­ju potpuno nove­ mogućnosti (Lobor). U jednom 
sluča­ju (Nova­ Ra­ča­) ma­te­rija­l koji se­ u na­če­lu mož­e­ pripisa­ti 
križ­a­rskom krugu osta­je­ pod zna­kom sumnje­.  
Klju­čne ri­ječi­: križ­a­ri, vite­š­ki re­dovi, roma­nička­ skulptura­, 
Hrvatska, Panonija, srednjovjekovna Slavonija, srednjovje­
kovna umjetnost

